
S.No 
COURSE 

CODE 
COURSE TITLE CATEGORY 

CONTACT 
PERIODS 

L T P C 

1. HS1321 Interpersonal Skills / 
Listening and Speaking 

EEC 2 0 0 2 1 

2. HS1421 Advanced Reading and 
Writing 

EEC 2 0 0 2 1 

3. CE8513 Survey Camp (2 weeks 
– During IV Semester) 

EEC 0 0 0 0 2 

4. HS8581 Professional 
Communication 

EEC 2 0 0 2 1 

4. CE8711 Creative and Innovative 
Project (Activity Based - 
Subject Related) 

 
EEC 

 
4 

 
0 

 
0 

 
4 

 
2 

5. CE8712 Industrial Training 
(4 weeks During VI 
Semester – Summer) 

 

EEC 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

0 
 

2 

6. CE8811 Project Work EEC 20 0 0 20 10 
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HS1321 INTERPERSONAL SKILLS - LISTENING AND SPEAKING 
 

L T P C 

0 0 2 1 

OBJECTIVES: 

The course will enable learners to   

 Equip students with the English language skills required for the 

successful undertaking of academic studies with primary 

emphasis on academic speaking and listening skills.   

 Provide guidance and practice in basic general and 

classroom conversation and to engage in specific 

academic speaking activities.   

 Improve general and academic listening skills   

 Make effective presentations   

UNIT I LISTENING AS A KEY SKILL 6 

Listening as a key skill- its importance- speaking – give personal 

information – ask for personal information – express ability – enquire 

about ability – ask for clarification Improving pronunciation– 

pronunciation basics –– stressing syllables and speaking clearly – 

intonation patterns – conversation starters: small talk.   

UNIT II LISTEN TO A PROCESS INFORMATION 6 

Listen to a process information- give information, as part of a simple 

explanation –– taking lecture notes – preparing to listen to a lecture 

– articulate a complete idea as opposed to producing fragmented 

utterances compare and contrast information and ideas from multiple 

sources- converse with reasonable accuracy over a wide range of 

everyday topics   

UNIT III LEXICAL CHUNKING 6 

Lexical chunking for accuracy and fluency- factors influence fluency, 

deliver a five-minute informal talk – greet – respond to greetings – 

describe health and symptoms – invite and offer – accept – decline – take 

leave – listen for and follow the gist- listen for detail   

 

 



UNIT IV GROUP DISCUSSION 6 

Being an active listener: giving verbal and non-verbal feedback – 

participating in a group discussion – summarizing academic readings 

and lectures conversational speech listening to and participating in 

conversations – persuade- negotiate disagreement in group work. 

UNIT V GROUP & PAIR PRESENTATIONS 6 

Formal and informal talk – listen to follow and respond to 

explanations, directions and instructions in academic and business 

contexts – strategies for presentations and interactive communication 

– group/pair presentations   

 
  TOTAL: 30 PERIODS 

COURSE OUTCOMES: 

At the end of the course, students will be able to   
 

CO1   Develop their communicative competence in English with specific reference to listening   

CO2   Prepare conversation with reasonable accuracy   

CO3   Apply lexical Chunking for accuracy in speaking   

CO4   Demonstrate their ability to communicate effectively in GDs.   

CO5   Explain directions and instructions in academic and business contexts   
 
 

TEXT BOOKS: 

1. Brooks, Margret, 2011, Skills for Success. Listening and 

Speaking. Level 4, Oxford University Press, Oxford.   

2. Richards, C, Jack& David Bholke, 2010, Speak Now Level 3, 

Oxford University Press, Oxford.   

REFERENCES: 

1. Bhatnagar, Nitin & Mamta Bhatnagar, 2010, Communicative 

English for Engineers and Professionals, Pearson, New Delhi.   

2. Hughes, Glyn & Josephine Moate, 2014, Practical English 

Classroom, Oxford University Press, Oxford.   

3. Vargo, Mari, 2013, Speak Now Level 4, Oxford University Press, Oxford.   

4. Richards, C, Jack, 2006, Person to Person (Starter), Oxford University Press, 
Oxford.   

5. Ladousse, Gillian Porter, 2014, Role Play. Oxford University Press, Oxford.   

 
 



WEB RESOURCES: 

1. https://www.cambridge.org/elt/blog/wp-

content/uploads/2019/10/Learning-Language-in- Chunks.pdf   

2. https://english.eagetutor.com/english/628-how-to-greet-your-boss-people-in-
office.html   

3. https://www.groupdiscussionideas.com/group-discussion-topics-with-
answers/   

4. https://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/business/ta

lkingbusiness/unit3prese ntations/1opening.shtml   

 

HS1421 AN INTRODUCTION TO ADVANCED READING AND WRITING 

 
 

 
OBJECTIVES: 

The course will enable learners to   

 To strengthen the reading skills of students of engineering.   

 To enhance their writing skills with specific reference to technical writing   

 To develop their critical thinking skills.   

 To provide more opportunities to develop their project and proposal writing skills   

UNIT I EFFECTIVE READING 6 

Reading – Strategies for effective reading-Use glosses and footnotes to 

aid reading comprehension- Read and recognize different text types-

Predicting content using photos and title. Reading-Read for details-Use 

of graphic organizers to review and aid comprehension.   

UNIT II CRITICAL READING 6 

Reading– Understanding pronoun reference and use of connectors in a 

passage- speed reading techniques. Reading– Genre and Organization of 

Ideas- Reading– Critical reading and thinking- understanding how the text 

positions the reader.   

UNIT III PARAGRAPH WRITING 6 

Writing-Plan before writing- Develop a paragraph: topic sentence, 

supporting sentences, concluding sentence.-Write a descriptive 

paragraph Writing-State reasons and examples to support ideas in 

writing– Write a paragraph with reasons and examples- Write an opinion 

L T P C 

0 0 2 1 

 

http://www.cambridge.org/elt/blog/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Learning-Language-in-
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paragraph   

UNIT IV ESSAY WRITING 6 

Writing– Elements of a good essay Types of essays- descriptive-narrative- issue-
based-   

argumentative-analytical.   

UNIT V EFFECTIVE WRITING 6 

Writing– Email writing- visumes – Job application- Report Writing Project 

writing-Writing convincing proposals   

   TOTAL: 30 PERIODS 

COURSE OUTCOMES: 

At the end of the course, students will be able to   
 

CO1   Understand how the text positions the reader   

CO2   Develop critical thinking while reading a text   

CO3   Develop a descriptive paragraph   

CO4   Make use of sentence structures effectively when creating an essay.   

CO5   

   

Demonstrate proper usage of grammar in writing E-Mails, Job application and project 

proposals   

 
 

TEXT BOOKS: 

1. Gramer, F, Margot & Colin, S, Ward, 2011, Reading and 

Writing (Level 3) Oxford University Press, Oxford.   

2. Debra Daise, CharlNorloff, and Paul Carne, 2011, Reading and 

Writing (Level 4) Oxford University Press: Oxford.   

3.   

REFERENCE BOOKS: 

1. Davis, Jason & Rhonda LIss. 2006 Effective Academic 

Writing (Level 3) Oxford University Press: Oxford.   

2. E. Suresh Kumar and et al. 2012, Enriching Speaking and Writing Skills, Second 
Edition,   

Orient Black swan: Hyderabad.   

3. Withrow, Jeans and et al. 2004 Inspired to Write. Readings and 

Tasks to develop writing skills, Cambridge University Press: 

Cambridge.   

4. Goatly, Andrew, 2000 Critical Reading and Writing, 

Routledge: United States of America.   



5. Petelin, Roslyn & Marsh Durham, 2004 The Professional 

Writing Guide: Knowing Well and Knowing Why, Business & 

Professional Publishing: Australia.   

 
WEB RESOURCES: 

 http://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/skills/reading   

 https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/skills/reading   

 https://www.readingrockets.org/article/25-activities-reading-and-writing-fun   

 https://linguapress.com/advanced.htm   
 
 
CE8513                         SURVEY CAMP                                                    L T P C 

                   (During IV semester Summer Vacation 2 weeks)              - - - 2 
 
The objective of the survey camp is to enable the students to get practical training in the field 
work. Groups of not more than six members in a group will carry out each exercise in survey 
camp. The camp must involve work on a large area of not less than 40 acres outside the 
campus (Survey camp should not be conducted inside the campus). At the end of the camp, 
each student shall have mapped and contoured the area. The camp record shall include all 
original field observations, calculations and plots. 
Two weeks Survey Camp will be conducted during summer vacation in the following activities: 
1. Traverse - using Total station 
2. Contouring 
(i). Radial tachometric contouring - Radial Line at Every 45 Degree and Length not less 
than 60 Meter on each Radial Line 
  
(ii). Block Level/ By squares of size at least 100 Meter x 100 Meter atleat 20 Meter interval 
(III). L.S & C.S - Road and canal alignment for a Length of not less than 1 Kilo Meter atleast 
L.S at Every 30M and C.S at every 90 M 
3. Offset of Buildings and Plotting the Location 
4. Sun observation to determine azimuth (guidelines to be given to the students) 
5. Use of GPS to determine latitude and longitude and locate the survey camp location 
6. Traversing using GPS 
7. Curve setting by deflection angle 
Apart from above students may be given survey exercises in other area also based on site 
condition to give good exposure on survey. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/skills/reading
http://www.readingrockets.org/article/25-activities-reading-and-writing-fun


HS8581 PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION L T P C 

  0 0 2 1 

OBJECTIVES: The couse aims to: 

 Enhance the Employability and Career Skills of students  Orient the students towards grooming as a professional  Make them Employable Graduates  Develop their confidence and help them attend interviews successfully. 

UNIT I 
     

Introduction to Soft Skills-- Hard skills & soft skills - employability and career Skills—
Grooming as a professional with values—Time Management—General awareness of Current 
Affairs 

UNIT II 
     

Self-Introduction-organizing the material - Introducing oneself to the audience – introducing the 
topic – answering questions – individual presentation practice–– presenting the visuals 
effectively – 5 minute presentations 

UNIT III 
     

Introduction to Group Discussion— Participating in group discussions – understanding group 
dynamics - brainstorming the topic -– questioning and clarifying –GD strategies- activities to 
improve GD skills 

UNIT IV 
     

Interview etiquette – dress code – body language – attending job interviews– 
telephone/skype interview -one to one interview &panel interview – FAQs related to job 
interviews 

UNIT V 
     

Recognizing differences between groups and teams- managing time-managing stress- 
networking professionally- respecting social protocols-understanding career management-
developing a long-term 
career plan-making career changes 

TOTAL :30 PERIODS 

OUTCOMES: At the end of the course Learners will be able to: 

• Make effective presentations 
• Participate confidently in Group Discussions. 
• Attend job interviews and be successful in them. 
• Develop adequate Soft Skills required for the workplace 

Recommended Software 
1. Globearena 
2. Win English 

REFERENCES:      

1. Butterfield, Jeff Soft Skills for Everyone. Cengage Learning: New Delhi, 2015 
2. Interact English Lab Manual for Undergraduate Students,. OrientBalckSwan: Hyderabad, 

2016. 
3. E. Suresh Kumar et al. Communication for Professional Success. Orient 

Blackswan: Hyderabad, 2015 
4. Raman, Meenakshi and Sangeeta Sharma. Professional Communication. Oxford 

University Press: Oxford, 2014 
5. S. Hariharanetal. Soft Skills. MJP Publishers: Chennai, 2010. 

 



 
CE8711 CREATIVE AND INNOVATIVE PROJECT L T P C 
 (Activity Based - Subject Related) 0 0 4  2 

 
OBJECTIVE:  To use the knowledge acquired in Civil Engineering to do a mini project, which 

allows the students to come up with designs, fabrication or algorithms and 
programs expressing their ideas in a novel way. 

TOTAL: 60 PERIODS 
 
STRATEGY 
To identify a topic of interest in consultation with Faculty/Supervisor. Review the literature and 
gather information pertaining to the chosen topic. State the objectives and develop a 
methodology to achieve the objectives. Carryout the design / fabrication or develop computer 
code. Demonstrate the novelty of the project through the results and outputs. 
 
 
 

CE8712 INDUSTRIAL TRAINING L T P C 
 (4 Weeks During VI Semester – Summer) 0 0 0 2 

 
OBJECTIVE:  To train the students in field work so as to have a firsthand knowledge of practical 

problems in carrying out engineering tasks. To develop skills in facing and solving 
the field problems. 

STRATEGY: 
The students individually undertake training in reputed civil engineering companies for the 
specified duration. At the end of the training, a report on the work done will be prepared and 
presented. The students will be evaluated through a viva-voce examination by a team of 
internal staff. 
 
OUTCOMES: 
At the end of the course the student will be able to understand  The intricacies of implementation textbook knowledge into practice  The concepts of developments and implementation of new techniques 
 
 CE8811                     PROJECT WORK                                  L T P C  

                                                                                                 0 0 20 10 
 
OBJECTIVE:  To develop the ability to solve a specific problem right from its identification and 

literature review till the successful solution of the same. To train the students in 
preparing project reports and to face reviews and viva voce examination. 

 
STRATEGY: 
The student works on a topic approved by the head of the department under the guidance of 
a faculty member and prepares a comprehensive project report after completing the work to 
the satisfaction. The student will be evaluated based on the report and the viva voce 
examination by a team of examiners including one external examiner. 

TOTAL: 300 PERIODS 
 
OUTCOME:  On Completion of the project work students will be in a position to take up any 

challenging practical problems and find solution by formulating proper 
methodology. 



EMPLOYABILITY ENHANCEMENT COURSES (EEC) 
 

S.No 
COURSE 

CODE 
COURSE TITLE CATEGORY 

CONTACT 
PERIODS 

L T P C 

1. ST1221 Practical Training I 
(2 weeks) 

EEC 0 0 0 0 1 

2. ST1321 Practical Training II 
(2 weeks) 

EEC 0 0 0 0 1 

3. ST1323 Seminar EEC 2 0 0 0 1 

4. ST1322 Project Work ( Phase I) EEC 12 0 0 12 6 

5. ST1421 Project Work (Phase II) EEC 24 0 0 24 12 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ST1221 PRACTICAL TRAINING I (2 Weeks) 

 
 

OBJECTIVE: 

 To train the students in the field work so as to have a firsthand 

knowledge of practical problems related to Structural Engineering in 

carrying out engineering tasks. 

 To develop skills in facing and solving the field problems. 

 
SYLLABUS: 

The students individually undertake training in reputed Industries during the 

summer vacation for a specified period of two weeks. At the end of training, a 

detailed report on the work done should be submitted within ten days from the 

commencement of the semester. The students will be evaluated through a viva-

voce examination by a team of internal staff. 

 
COURSE OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion of course the students 

will be able to,  

CO1: develop skills in facing and solving the field 

problems 

CO2: solve industry orientated problem related to Structural Engineering 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L T P C 

0 0 0 1 

 



 

ST1321 PRACTICAL TRAINING II (2 Weeks) 

 
 
 

OBJECTIVE: 

 To train the students in the field work so as to have a firsthand 

knowledge of practical problems related to Structural Engineering in 

carrying out engineering tasks. 

 To develop skills in facing and solving the field problems. 

 
 

SYLLABUS: 

The students individually undertake training in reputed Industries during the 

summer vacation for a specified period of two weeks. At the end of training, a 

detailed report on the work done should be submitted within ten days from the 

commencement of the semester. The students will be evaluated through a viva-

voce examination by a team of internal staff. 

 
COURSE OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion of course the students 

will be able to,  

CO1: develop skills in facing and solving the field 

problems 

CO2: solve industry orientated problem related to Structural Engineering 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L T P C 

0 0 0 1 

 



 

 

ST1323 SEMINAR 

 
OBJECTIVE: 

 To work on a specific technical topic in Structural Engineering and 

acquire the skills of written and oral presentation. 

 To acquire writing abilities for seminars and conferences. 

 
SYLLABUS: 

The students will work for two hours per week guided by a group of staff 

members. They will be asked to give a presentation on any topic of their choice 

related to Structural Engineering and to engage in discussion with the audience. A 

brief copy of their presentation also should be submitted. Similarly, the students 

will have to present a seminar of not less than fifteen minutes and not more than 

thirty minutes on the technical topic, including Literature review. They will defend 

their presentation. Evaluation will be based on the technical presentation and the 

report and also on the interaction shown during the seminar. 

TOTAL: 30 PERIODS 

COURSE OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion of course the students will be able to 

CO1: Present with confidence technical presentations and in 

group discussions  

CO2: Write technical reports / papers for seminars and 

conferences 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L T P C 

0 0 2 1 

 



 

 

ST1322 PROJECT WORK (PHASE I) 

 
 

OBJECTIVE: 

 To identify a specific problem for the current need of the society and 

collecting information related to the same through detailed review of literature. 

 To develop the methodology to solve the identified problem. 

 To train the students in preparing project reports and to face reviews 

and viva-voce examination. 

 
SYLLABUS: 

The student individually works on a specific topic approved by faculty 

member who is familiar in this area of interest. The student can select any topic 

which is relevant to his/her specialization of the programme. The topic may be 

experimental or analytical or case studies. At the end of the semester, a detailed 

report on the work done should be submitted which contains clear definition of the 

identified problem, detailed literature review related to the area of work and 

methodology for carrying out the work. The students will be evaluated through a 

viva-voce examination by a panel of examiners including one external examiner. 

 

TOTAL: 180 PERIODS 

COURSE OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion of course the students will be able to, 

CO1: To identify the prospective topic of work and collection of related review 

of literature. 

 C02: To develop the methodology to solve the identified problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L T P C 

0 0 12 6 

 



 

 

 

ST1421 PROJECT WORK (PHASE II) 

 
 

OBJECTIVE: 

 To solve the identified problem based on the formulated methodology. 

 To develop skills to analyze and discuss the test results, and make 
conclusions. 

 
SYLLABUS: 

The student should continue the phase I work on the selected topic as per 

the formulated methodology. At the end of the semester, after completing the work 

to the satisfaction of the supervisor and review committee, a detailed report should 

be prepared and submitted to the head of the department. The students will be 

evaluated through based on the report and the viva-voce examination by a panel 

of examiners including one external examiner. 

TOTAL: 360 PERIODS 

 
COURSE OUTCOMES: 

Upon successful completion of course the students will be able to, 

CO1: To solve the identified problem based on the formulated methodology. 

CO2: To develop skills to analyze, narrate the research findings and the 
conclusions. 

 

L T P C 

0 0 24 12 

 


